
Experticity Customer Story: 
How Cellucor empowered the 
in�uencers consumers trust.

“It’s completely automated and it’s scalable. 
We’re putting Experticity on the front side, and 
made it mandatory that [brand reps aren’t] �ying 
there until [sales associates] are prepared.” 

– Hagen Panton
VP Global Retail Development, Cellucor



Sports nutrition brand Cellucor has 
long recognized that sales associates 
at key retailers act as important 
influencers, helping consumers wade 
through the sea of supplement 
choices. Like many companies, they 
lean heavily on brand reps to develop 
these sales associates — and know 
the cost and scalability issues that 
accompany this method. 

Cellucor and Experticity worked 
together to create a targeted solution 
to arm these retail influencers with 
both the product experience and the 
expert knowledge needed for them to 
become powerful brand advocates.



“Education plus experience 
equals sales.” 

– Hagen Panton
   VP Global Retail Development, Cellucor



Empowering brand advocates

Reps are invaluable in communicating a 
brand’s core message, unique insights, 
and product information, but there can 
be limitations. Some retail doors aren’t 
able to have significant one-on-one 
time with a rep, and those that do o�en 
must spend valuable interaction time 
on information they should already 
know: in other words, the basics of 
what they’re selling. 

Through Experticity, Cellucor now 
provides custom content to educate its 
sales force across multiple retailers. It’s 
a solid foundation a rep can build upon, 
allowing Cellucor to overcome its cost 
and scalability issues to more retailers 
than ever before.



Content matters

Prior to January 2017, 
Cellucor’s initial brand and 

product education was sparse, 
with low engagement and 

lower results. Making 
compelling content became a 

priority. A�er working with 
Experticity’s award-winning 

Studios team to create 
stunning visual content that 

both educated and excited 
those who engaged with it, 

Cellucor saw a 26% sales li� 
at the retail locations that 
engaged with the content. 



“We were having to manually verify 
people, but working with Experticity 
allows us to hit an already engaged 
group of people through Experticity.” 

– Hagen Panton
   VP Global Retail Development, Cellucor

Managing in�uencers e�ciently
Cellucor needed to engage associates in key retailers, 
like GNC, but also needed to engage an audience that 
can be tougher to target e�ectively: public service 
employees. 

With Experticity’s already existing expert network — 
people who have passion, experience, influence and 
knowledge — Cellucor could more e�iciently grow and 
manage their influencer base using them.

In less than a year Cellucor’s Expert audience in GNC 
doors increased 5 times and they were able to target 
more public service employees than ever before. 



The
Experticity solution

We all trust passion. Experience. 
Knowledge. Which is why people who 
embody these characteristics are trusted 
sources of advice and inspiration — 
particularly on what to buy. Experticity is 
the world’s largest network of these 
trusted Experts, and we’re changing how 
influential Experts communicate with 
consumers. More than 500 brands use 
Experticity’s solutions to facilitate 
connections between brands and Experts 
to authentically build brand awareness 
and sentiment, and sell more products. 

Learn more 

https://business.experticity.com/learn-more/?_ga=2.121539343.640458613.1503353053-1250689375.1487012157

